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effect is obtained in a highly oxidising atmosphere, so that very little sulphur is required in the ore, and, if much is present, the practice of eliminating the greater part before adding the salt is not likely to be attended with any diminution in the percentage of silver chloride formed. Moreover, the water vapour in the furnace gases promotes the formation of hydrochloric acid. When salt is used in roasting, the ore is often allowed to cool slowly in heaps after being withdrawn from the furnace. If treated in this way, a higher percentage of the silver, etc., is found to be chloridised than if the ore is wetted down at once, or even spread out to cool in a thin layer. On the other hand, the losses of gold by volatilisation are increased by slow cooling. Chlorine continues to be evolved for a long time after the withdrawal of the charge has taken place, the heaps smelling strongly of the gas.
Losses of Gold in Roasting.—Plattner proved in 1856 1 that in the oxidising roasting of ordinary auriferous pyrite, a loss of gold can take place only when the operation is carried on so rapidly that fine particles are carried off mechanically by the draught. This conclusion, as far as sulphides and arsenides are concerned, has been confirmed by Kiistel,2 and by Prof. S. B. Christy,3 but the latter adds that it is extremely difficult to prevent all mechanical loss by dusting, which is caused by even a moderate draught. Kiistel records the loss of 20 per cent, of the gold present during the oxidising roasting of certain tellnrides of gold and silver, and states that this is not a mechanical loss, hut is due to volatilisation. This seems to be a mistake, see p. 1<>.
The fosses of gold which, are sustained when salt is added to the furnace rhurge may be very great. Kiistel found that a telluride ore, on being roasted with 1 per rent'., of salt, lost 8 per cent, of its gold before the ore was red hot. Aaron 4 found that certain ores, containing only gangue and pyrite, suffered jjrejit, loss of gold in roasting with salt which had been added at the commencement of the operation; only a small part of this gold was condensed in the flue, in which was found a yellowish fluffy precipitate, consisting largely of chlorides of copper and iron, and. containing nearly 30 ozs. of gold to the ton. He found that the loss was greatly reduced by diminishing the quantity of salt, and by reserving it until the dead roasting was nearly complete.
In the chloridising roasting of a Mexican ore, consisting mainly of magnetite and pyrite with «'J-5 to 7 per cent, of chalcopyrite, C. A. Stetefeldt found the losses of gold to be from 42-8 to 93 per cent, of the total gold contained. He states c thatut there is no doubt that the volatilisation of the gold takes place with that of the cop per'chlorides. The loss increased with the (Quantity of these chlorides formed and volatilised." He further shows, however, that the presence of copper chloride is not the only possible cause of loss, since an ore consisting of hard white quartz, intimately mixed with about 7 per cent, of calcitc and a little pyrite, lost 70 to 80 per cent, of its silver, and 68 to 85 per cent, of its gold, when roasted with 5 per cent, of salt. When subjected to an oxidising roast, no loss of gold took place. The reason for the extraordinary behaviour of this ore was not discovered.
Prof. Christy ° found that, in the ores on which he experimented on a
1  Plattner, MctalUwjiwhc Jtoxtproscmte (Freiburg), p. 128.
2  Kustel, HwtMinu of Gold and Silver Ores (1880), p. 50.
3  (Jhrinty, Tranx.' Aw.er Just. Mwj. En;?., 1888, 17,3.
4  Aaron, Lmvkituj of Gold and Silver Ores (1881), p. 121.
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